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Abstract
Design—We sought to investigate the evolutionary and historical reasons for the different
epidemiological patterns of HIV-1 in the early epidemic. In order to characterize the demographic
history of HIV-1 subtypes A and D in east Africa, we examined molecular epidemiology,
geographical and historical data.

Methodology—We employed high-resolution phylodynamics to investigate the introduction of
HIV-1A and D into east Africa, the geographic trends of viral spread, and the demographic growth
of each subtype. We also used geographic information system data to investigate human migration
trends, population growth, and human mobility.

Results—HIV-1A and D were introduced into east Africa after 1950 and spread exponentially
during the 1970s, concurrent with eastward expansion. Spatiotemporal data failed to explain the
establishment and spread of HIV based on urban population growth and migration. The low
prevalence of the virus in the Democratic Republic of Congo before and after the emergence of the
pandemic was, however, consistent with regional accessibility data, highlighting the difficulty in
travel between major population centers in central Africa. In contrast, the strong interconnectivity
between population centers across the east African region since colonial times has likely fostered the
rapid growth of the epidemic in this locale.

Conclusion—This study illustrates how phylodynamic analysis of pathogens informed by
geospatial data can provide a more holistic and evidence-based interpretation of past epidemics. We
advocate that this ‘landscape phylodynamics’ approach has the potential to provide a framework
both to understand epidemics' spread and to design optimal intervention strategies.
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Introduction
HIV-1 has been one of the most successful pathogens in human history, having infected thus
far more than 60 million people [1]. HIV-1 comprises three groups (M, N, and O), each
introduced through a separate zoonotic transmission of SIV infecting Pan troglodytes
troglodytes [2], possibly from a band of chimpanzees in Cameroon [3]. Group M accounts for
more than 95% of all HIV-1 infections and comprises nine subtypes and multiple circulating
recombinant forms [4]. The origin of group M has been dated using phylogenetic techniques
to 1921 [95% confidence interval (CI) 1908–1933] [5–7]. For the next 50 years, HIV-1
remained confined in west/central Africa, where the circulating virus accumulated considerable
diversity by 1960 [5], and where the highest diversity now exists [8]. The virus was only
detected in east Africa in the 1970s [9] and in Europe and North America by the 1980s, although
the actual introduction probably occurred decades earlier [10]. The global spread of HIV-1
during the latter half of the 20th century is commonly attributed to increased migration between
countries as a consequence of globalization; increasing urbanization; warfare and ethnic
conflict surrounding postcolonization independence of many African countries; and changing
sexual practices [11]. Although the relative contribution of these factors, in addition to founder
effects [12], has certainly played an important role in the diffusion of the pandemic, the exact
causes for the uneven spread of HIV-1 subtypes and the wide range of prevalence rates are still
largely unknown.

East Africa was one of the first localities affected by the virus after the origin and diversification
in west/central Africa [9], but epidemiological evidence indicates a markedly different
epidemic history between the two regions. During the 1990s and 2000s, prevalence levels in
the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) remained at only approximately 5%, yet reached
well above 15% in Kenya and peaked above 30% in sentinel populations in Uganda [13–16].
Moreover, in contrast to the high viral diversity in west-central Africa, subtypes A and D
account for the majority of the circulating viruses in east Africa, although they differ in
frequency between regions [17,18]. We characterized the evolutionary history of these two
subtypes and investigated the role that migration, urbanization, and infrastructure played in
shaping the epidemic. Our approach was based on phylodynamics, an analytical method
incorporating coalescent theory to infer pathogen genealogies [19], as well as geographic
information system (GIS) data. This approach allowed us to examine the unresolved questions
of the causes of the first spread of HIV-1 out of central Africa through a more comprehensive
analysis than previous work, by incorporating evolutionary, epidemiological, as well as geo-
political factors.

Materials and methods
Dataset selection

We mined the Los Alamos HIV databases (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/index and
http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/HIV/mainpage.html) to compile datasets for
subtypes A and D. To infer a reliable demographic history of HIV-1, we needed to select genetic
regions with sufficient phylogenetic information. As such, we used the following criteria based
on analysis of both real and simulated datasets [20,21]: first, overall mean distance more than
5%; second, phylogenetic noise less than 20% using likelihood mapping [20]; and third, length
greater than 250nt [21]. The only regions that met our criteria were p24 and gp41. In particular,
sequences of the C2V3 domain of gp120, although more numerous, failed to meet the second
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criterion by displaying significantly stronger phylogenetic noise (21%) than p24 (9%) or gp41
(6%) datasets, and were on average too short (third criterion). Additionally, the available
sequences had to satisfy the following criteria: sequences had already been published in peer-
reviewed journals (except for the new Uganda cohort described below); there was no
uncertainty about the subtype assignment of each sequence and sequences were classified as
non-recombinant; sequences were not epidemiologically linked; only one sequence per
individual could be randomly selected; and country of origin and sampling date were known
and clearly established in the original publication. We also included sequences sampled in
1994–2002 from epidemiological unlinked participants living in the Rakai District Uganda
(see Supplementary materials and methods for details), which have been deposited in GenBank.
(Accession numbers GQ332766-GQ334183, GQ253666- GQ253897, GQ252692-
GQ252793).

Bayesian inference of demographic history
Inference of phylogenetic trees, nonparametric estimates of effective population size (Ne) over
time for the major east African clades, and logistic growth rates and nucleotide substitution
rates were obtained using the Bayesian framework implemented in BEAST [22] (see
Supplementary materials and methods for details). For each genealogy, ancestral states (i.e.,
the putative geographic origin of early lineages in the genealogy) were inferred with the
maximum parsimony algorithm implemented in MacClade [23] (see Supplementary materials
and methods for details).

Geographic information system data analysis
The urban population change data were calculated from the HYDE database
(http://www.mnp.nl/en/themasites/hyde/index.html) version 3. The 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980,
and 1990 urban population data were acquired, and for each dataset, the percentage changes
in populations between decades were calculated and mapped for each approximately 10 km
spatial resolution urban grid cell. Data on net migration rates were obtained from the United
Nations World Population Prospects (United Nations Population Division, 2006) and are
derived from various sources, including national figures on the number of immigrants and
emigrants, estimates of net migration, estimates of international labor migration, and refugee
stock data. Additional studies were aggregated from a combination of sources including the
Africover Initiative (FAO-UN) and publicly available data provided by ESRI
(http://www.esri.com). These data were then layered in ARCGIS software and used to form
the geo-spatial foundation of the model presented (see Supplementary materials and methods
for details).

Results
We inferred Bayesian genealogies for HIV-1 A and D p24 and gp41 genes using publicly
available sequence data sampled from east, west, and central Africa (selected according to
specific criteria discussed in the Supplementary methods) from the Los Alamos HIV databases
(http://www.hiv.lanl.gov), as well as new sequence data from the Rakai district of Uganda
(Table S1). We also included reference sequences from subtypes C, D, G, H, J, and K as
outgroups. All sequences were subtyped using the REGA subtyping tool [24] and manually
checked by obtaining neighbor-joining phylogenies including additional reference sequences.
Bayesian genealogies were generated according to constant, exponential, logistic, and
Bayesian skyline plot (BSP) demographic models under either a strict or relaxed molecular
clock. The relaxed molecular clock always performed significantly better than the strict clock
(Bayes factors >20), and the models allowing population growth were consistently better
supported than the constant size model (data not shown). The HIV-1A genealogies for both
genes and all demographic models showed, as expected, two well supported monophyletic
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clades (P = 1.0) within subtype A clustering A1 and A2 sequences, respectively. For both
genes, all of the known sequences from the DRC were part of the A2 clade. In the p24 relaxed
clock tree with BSP prior (Fig. 1a, fully annotated tree in S1A), east African sequences were
also monophyletic, although the support was only moderate (P = 0.62) and the clade was not
present under all demographic models (data not shown). A few sequences from west Africa
appeared to be intermixed in the east Africa clade in the gp41 tree relaxed clock with BSP prior
(Fig. 1b, S1B). In the genealogies for subtype D (Fig. S1c and d), all of the sequences from
east Africa clustered together as did the sequences from west Africa. Although these clades
were weakly supported (P < 0.5), they were present under most demographic models. Overall,
the genealogies were consistent with a model of limited introduction of each subtype into east
Africa, followed by subsequent expansion. The putative geographic origin for the internal
nodes of each tree was inferred by a weighted maximum parsimony reconstruction of ancestral
states. In both p24 and gp41 trees, the earliest internal nodes in the A1 clade were assigned to
Uganda (branches in red, Fig. 1a and b) and arose at least one decade prior to the Kenya strains.
Even if a sampling bias cannot be excluded, a similar number of strains were sampled from
Uganda and Kenya for both genes, strengthening our confidence in the result. In all genealogies,
more than 90% of the lineages leading to the east African sequences were already present by
1980 (Fig. 1c and d).

The median date of the time of the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) for the root of
each tree estimated using the relaxed clock assumption and the BSP prior was between 1915
and 1922 (Table S2), which is consistent with the origin of the group M HIV-1 epidemic as
previously reported [5–7]. The origin of the HIV-1 A1 clade was estimated as 1948 for both
genes. The TMRCA for the east Africa subtype D clade, which contained more than 90% of
the east African sequences, was estimated between 1958 (gp41) and 1967 (p24). Large
confidence intervals accompany these estimates; however, the median dates were similar
among the different demographic models tested (data not shown).

In order to investigate the demographic history of the subtypes, we compared a constant model
of growth with the exponential model and a nonparametric BSP model for either the A1 clade
(HIV-1A) or the east African subtype D clade (HIV-1D). In all cases, the Bayesian model
allowing population growth was a better fit to the data than the constant model (Table S3). For
all genes, the high posterior densities (HPDs) for the exponential growth rate were greater than
one, suggesting further evidence for a model of growth best fitting the data. We then considered
the estimates of effective number of infectious individuals over time obtained from the BSP
model. For each subtype, the BSP from p24 (Fig. 2a–b) and gp41 (Fig. 2c–d) appeared similar:
all datasets were characterized by a low number of effective infections during the initial
epidemic, consistent with the limited introduction model discussed in the previous sections,
and an exponential growth phase during the 1970s, followed by a leveling off period during
the mid-1980s/early 1990s. These trend and timing were consistent among several different
root priors and for both the full A1 clade as well as just the east African sequences for subtype
A (data not shown).

Net migration rates for east and central African countries between 1955 and 2000 were plotted
(Fig. 3; raw data are given in Table S4). In general, we did not observe any specific trend that
correlated with the uneven spread of HIV-1 subtypes and wide range of viral prevalence rates
in central-east Africa. No country showed a net migration influx higher than five of 1000 people
during the time of the initial spread and expansion of the epidemic (1960–1985). Kenya
experienced net migration around zero, whereas the DRC, Sudan, and Tanzania did not exceed
±5 migrants/1000 until 1990. During the 1970s, a modest negative migratory outflow (−5/1000)
was observed in Uganda, occurring during the coup by Idi Amin and subsequent civil war.
Rwanda exhibited a sharp negative outflow (−10/1000) during the 1960s, coinciding with
ethnic conflict and the war of independence, but a dramatic decrease in migration during the
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first half of the 1990s (>−50/1000), coinciding with the ethnic genocide that occurred in 1994,
followed again by an increase in the second half of the decade.

Changes in population density in the region were examined using a census-based spatially
referenced population database [25]. Difference maps were created to investigate how
population distribution changed between decades. Although these maps are derived from
different resolutions of input census data for each country and thus should be interpreted with
caution, the overall trends in population distribution changes are clear. Figure 4 highlights how
strong population growth occurred in regions across northern Tanzania, Uganda, and the most
densely populated areas of Kenya in the 1960s. At the same time, northern DRC and the more
rural areas of Kenya exhibited overall declines in population. The 1970s were characterized
by a mixed pattern, with large areas of Uganda and Tanzania actually experiencing declines
in population numbers, whereas other countries showed strong growth. Kenya consistently
showed high population growth in the most densely populated areas.

Accessibility maps estimate the travel time to the nearest major city (defined as those with a
population greater than 500 000 in 2000), using road/track-based travel (Fig. 5a) [26]. Although
based principally on 1990s data due to the sparseness of earlier comparable datasets, the east
African road network architecture has changed little since colonial times [27]. Accessibility
was computed using a cost–distance algorithm that calculates the ‘cost’ of traveling between
two locations on a regular raster grid [28]. The DRC is characterized by several isolated
networks of relatively high accessibility, centered on the three major urban areas of Kinshasa
in the west, Kisangani in the north, and Kananga, Likasi, and Lubumbashi in the south. Distinct
routes of travel are evident in each network, and accessibility rapidly declines with distance
from the hub cities. Separating these major networks are hundreds of square miles with poor
access to major population centers. The western city of Kinshasa has connectivity with Luanda;
however, the southern end of this network is also completely isolated. The northern city of
Kisangani shows very minor connections with east Africa, where the major population hubs
are Kampala, Nairobi, Mombasa, and Dar Es Salaam. In contrast to the pattern in the DRC,
transport network isolation in east Africa is not so evident, with the four principal cities and
the majority of Uganda and Kenya all relatively well connected and accessible. Moreover, this
well connected east Africa network is relatively isolated from both the DRC and the principal
population centers of Sudan, Ethiopia, and Somalia to the north and east. The southern DRC
city of Lubumbashi has a small connection with a separate network that extends further south.
Major roadways are superimposed on the map and reinforce the connectivity patterns.

We then plotted the distribution of HIV-1 subtypes A, C, D, and other subtypes as reported by
numerous sources (Fig. 5b) [29–37]. Three major cities in the DRC have very different
distributions of subtypes. Kinshasa has very high proportion of ‘other’, similar to the situation
in Luanda. Subtype A is present at nearly 40% in Kisangani, which accounts for well over 50%
in Kigali, Kampala, and Nairobi. Subtype D has varying proportions in the east African cities,
but is much higher there than in western or southern Africa. In Dar Es Salaam, part of the east
Africa network, the proportion of subtype A decreases to nearly 25%, whereas in Moshi, which
is not connected in this network, subtype C is the most frequent. Subtype C is at a proportion
of greater than 50% in Lubumbashi in the southern DRC, and is nearly 100% in Lusaka. Thus,
the distribution of HIV-1 subtypes appears to closely mirror the accessibility networks as well.

Discussion
The temporal and geographic origins of HIV-1 group M have been well characterized [5–7,
38], although the reasons for the uneven distribution of subtypes and prevalence rates remain
unclear. We characterized the evolutionary history of subtypes A and D in east Africa and
investigated the role migration, population growth, and infrastructure played in shaping the
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epidemic in this region as compared with the DRC. The HIV-1 epidemic has a divergent history
in these two regions. The prevalence of HIV-1 in the DRC, the source of the pandemic, reached
only approximately 5% during the 1980s and 1990s, even in the capital city of Kinshasa [14,
39]. In contrast, prevalence rates reached 20 and 30% in sentinel populations of Kenya [15]
and Uganda [16], respectively, and had already reached 61% in prostitutes in Nairobi, Kenya,
by 1985 [40]. The results from our analysis indicate that subtype A likely entered east Africa
after 1950 (time of origin of the A1 clade, which includes noneast African sequences) and
subtype D entered after 1960. Both subtypes grew exponentially during the 1970s, which is
consistent with the high rate of infections observed by the early 1980s.

In order to determine why east Africa experienced much higher prevalence than the DRC, we
employed GIS to investigate migration rates and population growth in central/east Africa. We
found that net migration rates were stable from 1955 to 1990 in both the DRC and Kenya,
whereas a slight decline was observed in Uganda. High values of net out-migration were found
for Rwanda, which coincided with periods of ethnic conflict. However, no differences were
observed that could account for the low prevalence in the DRC in contrast to Uganda and
Kenya. We then investigated the population growth in this region between 1960–1970 and
1970–1980. Here again, we found no consistent trends among the countries that could account
for the discrepancy in prevalence rates. In both decades, all countries experienced growth and
decline in population size in different regions, although the area around Lake Victoria did
experience high growth during both decades.

The investigation of accessibility to and among urban centers in central-east Africa revealed
instead an interesting pattern. We found that the three major urban centers of the DRC
(Kinshasa, Lubumbashi, and Kisangani) are isolated from one another, but each do share a
small corridor of connectivity with another region of Africa (Angola, Zambia, and east Africa,
respectively). The distribution of subtypes in west, south, and east Africa is similar to the
distribution of the DRC city with which they share a network: high diversity is found in
Kinshasa and western Africa, subtype C is highest in Lubumbashi and southern Africa, and
subtype A is highest in Kisangani and east Africa. Thus, the unequal spread of subtypes in
Africa does appear to reflect founder effect as well as the distribution in the DRC urban center
from which a particular wave of infection originated.

The relative isolation of the DRC population centers, which were among the first in which the
epidemic was detected initially [11], likely served as a protection against a more widespread
epidemic for many decades and explains the low prevalence levels in this country. However,
once the infection entered the east African region, the presence of well connected cities fostered
the rapid spread of the virus throughout the region. The major highways likely served as a
transit route with groups such as mobile prostitutes and their clients [40], soldiers and truck
drivers, introducing the virus into new networks and villages [11]. Furthermore, the relative
ease of mobility within east Africa was fostered by the East African Community, which was
established following independence and provided freedom of movement between Uganda,
Kenya, and Tanzania until its dissolution in 1977 [41]. The virtual absence of both subtypes
A and D in Ethiopia, where HIV-1C accounts for almost 99% of the infections, is consistent
with the relative inaccessibility between the principal population centers of east Africa and
Ethiopia.

Warfare is commonly cited as a reason for the spread of the epidemic (as reviewed in [42]).
However, this correlation is not seen in this region, as both Angola and Uganda suffered ethnic
war during this time, and yet prevalence rates in Angola are still less than 5% [32]. A recent
meta-analysis of published HIV-1 prevalence statistics in regions of conflict suggests that
warfare does not appear to correlate with an increase in HIV-1 prevalence [42]. Although this
result is perhaps counterintuitive, the authors of that study note that because the circumstances
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surrounding various conflict situations are often very different, each should be considered
independently. Our own analysis also suggests a more nuanced correlation between
dissemination of HIV-1 and war, in which conflict may be insufficient for facilitating the spread
of a new epidemic, but can provide favorable circumstances in an area of high connectivity.

In conclusion, we have described how molecular epidemiology informed by geographical and
demographic data can shed light on the evolution of infectious diseases. Our data highlight that
accessibility (and the infrastructure providing the ease of travel) is likely to be a critical factor
in the formation and spread of new epidemics, whereas factors such as migration, population
growth, and warfare seem to contribute marginally. Additional factors, such as ethnicity, tribal
affiliations, behavior, and host genetics may also contribute to the spread of subtypes
worldwide, and should be incorporated in future studies. Moreover, because the number of
sequences in our datasets was limited, it will be important to investigate further our model and
conclusions by including new sequences from additional countries as they become available.
The interdisciplinary framework we employed demonstrates the power of phylodynamics
informed by spatiotemporal demographic and GIS data to analyze the ways in which humans
map themselves to the territory and the resulting effect on infectious disease epidemics. Further
development of this ‘landscape phylodynamics’ approach, including the implementation of
statistical tests correlating phylodynamic and GIS data, has the potential to provide a better
understanding of epidemic spread and to inform the design of optimal intervention strategies.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1. Genealogy and phylogeography of HIV-1A in Africa
Bayesian maximum clade credibility trees assuming relaxed molecular clock and Bayesian
skyline plot coalescent prior for p24 (a) and gp41 (b), generated from the posterior distribution
of trees less a 50% burn-in. Branch lengths are shown in years according to the scale bar at the
bottom of each panel. Posterior probabilities for major nodes are indicated. Tip branches are
colored to represent the country of sampling: red = Uganda, green = Kenya, yellow = Tanzania
or Rwanda, blue = west/central Africa, black = outgroups. Internal branches are colored
according to the maximum parsimony reconstruction of the ancestral geographic origin. The
complete phylogenetic trees are depicted in Fig. S1. (c and d) The bar charts represent the
proportion of the total number of lineages (y-axis) present in the HIV-1 genealogies for each
5-year interval (x-axis) beginning with 1955–1960. Genetic lineages that originated in Uganda
and Kenya (as inferred from the genealogies in panel a and b) are shown in red and green,
respectively. (c) HIV-1A p24 gene. (d) HIV-1A gp41 gene.
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Fig. 2. HIV-1 subtype A and D epidemic history and net migration trends for central and east Africa
Bayesian skyline plots of strains included in the A1 clade for HIV-1 A p24 (a) and gp41 (b),
and in the east African clade for HIV-1D p24 (c) and gp41 (d). Nonparametric estimates of
HIV-1 effective population size (effective number of infections, Ne) over time were inferred
for the four datasets. The blue line represents the median estimate of Ne with the shaded area
showing the 95% high posterior density (HPD) estimates. Broken vertical lines indicate the
period of exponential growth for all four analyses.
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Fig. 3. Net migration rates over 5-year intervals for east Africa
The symbols represent the net migration (number of people in or out-migrating per 1000
individuals on the y-axis) for 5-year intervals (x-axis) from 1955 to 2000. Countries are
represented by different colors (DRC, yellow; Kenya, light blue; Sudan, purple; Tanzania,
pink; Uganda, red; Rwanda, green). Data were obtained from the United Nations World
Population Prospects database http://esa.un.org/unpp/.
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Fig. 4. Population distribution changes in east Africa
Percentage change in population per grid square is mapped for (a) 1960–1970 and (b) 1970–
1980.
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Fig. 5. Accessibility and subtype distribution in central and east Africa
(a) The gradient of colors indicate the estimated travel time to the nearest city of population
more than 500 000 people, with yellow at one extreme indicating low travel times (<30 min)
and red at the other extreme indicating long travel times (>10 h). Major roadways are indicated
in blue. The data are available for download from
http://gem.jrc.ec.europa.eu/gam/download.htm [26]. (b) HIV-1 subtype distribution in major
cities from sources as follows Addis Ababa [27], Dar es Salaam [18], Kampala [28], Kigali
[29], Kinshasa [30], Kisangani [31], Luanda [32], Lubambashi [31], Lusaka [33], Moshi
[18], Nairobi [34], and Rakai [35].
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